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Abstract: 
This paper briefly introduces Music Mobile Media and China: New 
technologies and social networks as drivers of innovation and growth in 
China’s Music Industry a two-year post-doctoral research project exploring the 
impact of social networks and user-generated content as drivers of innovation 
and change in China’s1 commercial music industry.  The paper will begin with 
a general discussion of the project’s research context and the role of new 
technologies in the emergence of new modes of interaction, production and 
distribution in the commercial music industry globally.  It will then discuss 
developments in China’s commercial music industry.  Finally, it will conclude 
by considering some of the theoretical implications of these changes.   
                                                
1 For the purposes of this research ‘China’ refers to the Chinese mainland, rather than the Hong Kong 
Special Autonomous Region or the Republic of China (Taiwan).  
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Introduction and Background to the Project: 
Music Mobile Media and China is a two year research project that will explore 
the role of emergent social networks and consumer-created content as drivers 
of innovation and change within China’s music industry.  New technologies for 
creating, using and sharing music are enabling new forms of interaction 
between music businesses and consumers.  As technology lowers the cost 
and skill barriers associated with creating and distributing content, 
‘consumers’ of music are being presented with opportunities to become 
involved in creating, promoting and sharing music in new ways.  One 
consequence of this is that consumer-generated content and social-networks 
are being recognized as important drivers of innovation and growth in the 
Creative Industries (Potts 2007).  In China, where music industry business 
models common in markets such as the United States have never been 
established, and new technologies are being adopted with unprecedented 
speed, innovation and experimentation are playing a particularly important 
role in commercial development.   
 
Music Mobile Media and China is part of a broader project being carried out 
by Queensland University of Technology’s Centre of Excellence in Creativity 
and Innovation, titled The Uses of Multimedia: Citizen Consumers, Creative 
Participation and Innovation in Australian Digital Content.  The Uses of 
Multimedia, led by John Hartley, examines the implications of the shift from 
broadcast media to interactive services, which has taken place since the 
1990s.  It explores the ‘demand-pull’ of cultural acceptance and social uptake 
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and the role of these forces in the emergence of a consumer-led society.  
Other research being conducted within The Uses of Multimedia includes Jean 
Burgess’s exploration of ‘vernacular’ creativity shared through YouTube and 
work on Multi Media Online Games, conducted by John Banks. By studying 
the role of mobile applications by China’s music industry, this research will 
contribute important insight into the ways that ‘value’ is generated and 
captured within increasingly interactive modern creative industries.  A clear 
understanding of such processes will be vital to creating regulatory and legal 
environments that realize the creative and economic power of new 
technologies.   
 
New Technologies and Global Transformations: 
In developed markets, such as the United States, Europe and Australia, 
copyright forms the basis of the multi billion dollar music business, linking 
musicians, producers, distributors and investors with listeners and fans.  
Strong copyright systems, combined with incremental developments in 
recording and distribution technologies and the rise of a consumer economy 
have allowed particular music industry business models to emerge. These 
largely rely on investment in physical production, promotion and distribution 
by record labels, who act on the basis of contractual arrangements with 
copyright owners and artists.  But, as Brockstedt, Kauffman and Riggins 
(2004) discuss, new forms of digital distribution are transforming the structure 
of the music industry globally.  The characteristics of digital content and new 
technologies for producing, copying and distributing music are changing the 
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nature of relationships between ‘owners’ ‘makers’ and ‘users’ of music 
(Graham 2006, p.2).   
 
As Cvetkovski (2004) notes, while music as a complex form of communication 
has existed for millennia, industries based around its recording and sale were 
formed less than a hundred years ago.  The recorded music industry that has 
emerged has done so through the development of business strategies 
capable of managing the complex task of manufacturing, marketing and 
distributing products that tap into fast-changing social trends.  On occasion, 
these businesses have been able to employ advertising and promotion 
strategies that have contributed to the rise of the social trends themselves.  
Record labels have managed this task with impressive efficiency - providing 
audiences with new products that resonate with the tastes of the moment, 
without giving up opportunities to leverage maximum value from existing 
repertoires.  According to Cvetkovski, these factors have resulted in the 
defining characteristics of the commercial music industry: heavy concentration, 
organisational integration and acceptance of specific technology (Cvetkovski 
2004, p.6).   
 
In this context, intellectual property rights, which are regularly assigned to 
record labels, play a vital role in the way the industry operates.  Control of 
intellectual property rights associated with the work of a particular artist 
ensures that record labels are able to manage production, promotion and 
distribution processes that are integrated both vertically and horizontally, 
leveraging maximum value from a single product.  As Cvetovski discusses, 
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copyright is used by record labels to manage the risks associated with 
operating in a market that is defined by rapidly changing social trends, 
allowing them to control large segments of available creative resources, while 
exerting maximum control over production, marketing and distribution:    
 
‘Copyright should be regarded as the nexus between the industry’s 
vertical and horizontal organisation. It is argued the industry is 
particularly unique in that it is also heavily horizontally or ‘laterally’ 
organised in a bid to stay in tune with cultural developments so it can 
capture, exploit or even create popular socio-musical movements. 
For example one purpose of horizontal organisation is to sign as 
many influential artists and/or composers in order to control as much 
intellectual property (IP) (including back catalogues) as possible. This 
is why the modern industry is traditionally a highly integrated and 
complex business that centers around sophisticated management 
and appropriation of intellectual property (namely copyright) for 
repeated exploitation for decades after its initial acquisition.’ 
(Cvetovski 2004, p.8) 
 
The canny use of vertical and horizontal integration by major record labels 
based in the United States (Graham 2006) has allowed these groups to 
dominate the industry.  The ‘Big Five’ record labels: Vivendi Universal, Sony, 
EMI, AOL Time Warner and Bertlesmann BMG occupy ninety percent of the 
global music market (BBC World Service 2007).  However, the business 
models employed by these corporations developed within specific economic, 
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legal and technological contexts: the sale of music largely in the form of 
physical recordings, within market-based economies that recognise and 
protect intellectual property rights.     
 
Businesses that rely on these models face major challenges in environments 
where intellectual property systems are not well developed, such as China.  
Furthermore, as Cairncross (2000) notes, new technologies are themselves 
making it harder and more expensive to enforce intellectual property rights in 
all markets:       
 
‘Much of the material bought and sold on electronic networks 
depends for its value mainly on copyright.  Yet copyright laws around 
the world were designed for an age when most copyrighted material 
was held in physical form – a book, say, or a CD.  Once copyrighted 
material is converted into digital form, an infinite number of perfect 
copies can be made without any damage or diminution of the quality.  
The Internet amplifies that effect.  It is, in a sense, one gigantic 
copying machine, distributing copyrighted material by reproducing it’ 
(Cairncross 2000, p.234). 
 
The challenge for music industries around the world is being compounded by 
the fact that Internet and other communication technologies are also changing 
the way that people are able to interact with content.  Centralised distribution 
and control models are being threatened by peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing 
networks, which allow individuals to share content directly with friends, 
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associates and complete strangers (Graham 2006).  In spite of attempts by 
the established commercial music industry to maintain centralised control of 
content in a digital environment through the use of digital rights management 
technologies (DRM) (Rogers 2007), the Internet is transforming the structure 
of production and distribution activities: a virtual network structure is replacing 
more linear supply-chain models (Graham 2006, p.4).   
 
These developments are challenging dominant approaches to the production 
and distribution of content, even in the world’s most established music 
industries.  The speed with which files can be shared across a global network 
has made controlling the way that music is supplied to listeners much more 
difficult, increasing pressure on the music industry to provide music at lower 
prices in more convenient formats and to offer the public new services.  As 
the recently appointed General Manager of Yahoo! Music, Ian Rogers, puts it: 
 
‘Inconvenient experiences don’t have Web-scale potential, and 
platforms which monetize the gigantic scale of the Web[are] the only 
way to compete with the control you’ve lost, the only way to reclaim 
value in the music industry.’ (Rogers 2007).   
 
Strategies capable of successfully ‘managing’ consumer behaviour in the past 
are no longer effective in a global digital environment where consumers have 
so many choices about how to access, interact with and share content. The 
music commercial music industry is being forced to come to terms with a new 
environment in which the ‘demand pull’ of cultural acceptance and social-
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uptake, rather than the ‘command push’ of established media producers and 
distributors are quickly becoming the most significant factor in the success of 
media-related businesses.  Consumers with access to music through a 
multitude of free distribution channels are less likely to be wooed by 
established marketing practices, such as the packaging of less popular tracks 
with hit singles in order to leverage value, ‘windowing’ strategies intended to 
deliver products into different markets during specified periods or high-profile 
marketing campaigns intended to herd consumers towards particular products.   
 
As Zysman observes:  
 
‘[t]he IT revolution is transformative, changing the character of 
products, processes, marketplaces and competition throughout the 
economy’ (Zysman 2006, p.30).   
 
One manifestation of this process is the re-distribution of power within the 
commercial music industry. The position of record labels as organisations with 
the financial resources to engage in the production, marketing and distribution 
of music is being threatened as the costs of making music decrease and the 
Internet provides artists with new opportunities to connect with fans directly.  
Fans can go directly to an artist or group’s website to listen to sample tracks, 
look at photos of musicians and events, read news about a group, make 
comments or suggestions or purchase concert tickets, songs or albums.  An 
unsigned band without a dedicated professional promotion team can upload 
photos from a digital camera to a site such as Flickr at the end of a concert 
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and simply post a link on their website – making it possible for anyone with a 
computer and internet connection to log in and browse through the images.  
Music lovers can even create their own Fan pages – devoted to a particular 
artist or band, or providing links to their latest music finds. 
 
Increased connectivity has added to the power of social networks in 
determining which songs and groups are successful.  Word of mouth has 
always played a role in the industry, but digitisation has made this process 
faster and more powerful.  It is possible to listen to something new and e-mail 
it to friends, comment about it or post it on a personal blog within seconds.  
Sites such as LastFM allow users to see what other people are listening to 
and recommend or share music with minimal effort.  The value of social 
networks in promoting music in a digital environment has not passed 
unnoticed by major labels.  Most signed artists and groups now have a profile 
on social networking sites such as Myspace or Facebook and websites have 
become a front line marketing tool.   
 
While consumers once had no choice but to pay for a whole album in order to 
own a track that they particularly liked, the sale of music in digital formats, the 
prevalence of music downloading websites, both legal and illegal, and the 
popularity of file-sharing have given consumers the power to choose what 
they will pay for in much more precise ways.  These changes are having 
dramatic effects on the ways that professional musicians operate.  The album 
is no longer the most commercially efficient way to produce and market music 
(Gunderson 2003).  Some, such as Rob Thomas of Matchbox Twenty, have 
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associated this process with ‘the rise of disposable art’ and a shift towards a 
commercial music environment where musicians are less likely to take risks:  
 
On an album, the artist creates a full work of art with songs that fit 
together and create a mood. If we become a single-minded nation, 
where careers depend on hits, you won't hear challenging music that 
takes risks (Thomas, cited in Gunderson, 2003).   
 
It remains to be seen whether the rise in popularity of the single has indeed 
put an end to ‘challenging music that takes risks’.  However, it is clear that 
technology is having a real impact on the way that music is made and used.  
Specialised music software and falling hardware costs now make it possible 
to record, edit and distribute high quality work from home – a result of what 
Zysman refers to as the formalisation, codification and embedding of the 
knowledge component of production in equipment (Zysman 2006, p.30).  This 
has made it possible for complex musical dialogues between fans and 
professionals or fans and other fans to emerge.  ‘Chocolate Rain’, a song put 
onto the Internet by graduate student Tay Zonday prompted a flood of covers 
and re-mixes by everyone from Darth Vader look-alikes to Grammy award-
winning singer/songwriter John Mayer (Zonday 2007).  High-end recording 
studios and sound technicians still have a place in the market, but decreasing 
cost and skill barriers to music production and distribution are blurring the 
lines between ‘professional’ ‘pro-am’ and ‘consumer’.  People are listening to 
music in new ways: downloading it directly to portable digital music players, 
watching music videos on handheld devices, accessorising mobile phones 
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with quirky ring-tones and, in China and South Korea in particular, choosing 
the sounds that people dialling their number will hear while waiting for the 
phone to connect: ‘ring-back tones’.     
 
New revenue models for music are being explored by artists empowered by 
opportunities to connect with fans, without the restrictions imposed by record 
labels anxious to protect their intellectual property.  The British group 
Radiohead recently announced that they will release their next album through 
the Internet, giving fans the freedom to choose how much to pay (Youngs 
2007).  As of October 2007, Radiohead had not indicated any plans to sell the 
album through conventional music stores – suggesting that older models for 
the distribution of music are now considered ‘optional’.  Other artists are also 
experimenting with alternative approaches to the monetisation of content: The 
Charlatans have announced plans to give away albums, relying on concert 
revenue rather than royalties as their major source of income.  In 2007 Prince 
‘outraged’ Sony BMG by entering into an agreement with The Mail on Sunday 
in which his new album was given away as a free cover-mount (Music Week 
2007).   
 
The changes taking place in relation to the commercial music industry are just 
one part of a broader shift from command-push broadcast models of media 
production and distribution, towards demand-pull, user-driven models of 
production and distribution.  These changes raise important questions about 
the way that the creative industries function in this new environment: how is 
‘value being generated by creative industries in a digital era? What role does 
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copyright play in the creation and capture of value in the context of digital 
production? What role are consumers/social networks/ new technologies in 
driving change/innovation (as opposed to an industry focus that assumes 
causal agency only for producers)? 
 
China’s Commercial Music Industry – Late Starters, Early Innovators? 
The next section of this paper considers developments in the commercial 
music industry in China.  In many ways, the contrasts between China’s music 
industry and those of developed markets such as the United States and the 
European Community could not be greater.  Economic isolation, civil war, 
invasion by Japan and the radical economic and cultural policies of the 
Chinese Communist Party under Mao provided few opportunities for an 
industry based on the sale of popular music recorded in physical form to 
develop.  As a result, the models of music industry organisation, production 
and distribution that were established elsewhere in the world were not 
established in China.  The developing nature of China’s formal legal system 
and the late adoption of a copyright law, which did not come into effect until 
1992, as well as high levels of state involvement in media production, 
publication and broadcasting government have added to the challenges that 
an emerging commercial music industry faces.   
 
In spite of these challenges a commercially focused Chinese music industry is 
emerging.  While it remains small by global standards (Credit Suisse Equity 
Research 2005), it is growing quickly.  Western Artists account for just 5 
percent of music sales, and regional Asian Artists for a further 50 percent 
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(Scott 2005).  It is arguable that, rather than preventing the growth of a 
commercial music industry, new technologies for making, copying, interacting 
with and distributing content are providing valuable opportunities for 
commercial activity.  Mobile distribution is quickly becoming the industry’s 
most significant source of revenue.  In the absence of established business 
models capable of functioning in China’s highly complex legal, political and 
technological environment, creativity, experimentation and innovation are key 
factors in the success and survival of music industry businesses.   
 
As discussed in the previous section of this paper, many observers of the 
mainstream commercial music industry, which is dominated by labels based 
in the United States, have noted that the Internet is presenting serious 
challenges to existing business models (Graham 2006, Brockstedt, Kauffman 
and Riggins 2004, Cairncross 2001).  It has also been widely noted that the 
United States and the European Community, home to the world’s most 
lucrative ‘copyright industries’, including music and film, possesses important 
economic incentives to ensure that the legal structures that have made it 
possible for businesses with large intellectual property portfolios to thrive are 
exported and duplicated to the developing world (Drahos and Braithwaite 
2002, p.11).   
 
While there has been a great deal of discussion about whether copyright law, 
as it is promoted by established exporters of intellectual property will benefit 
or disadvantage countries such as China (Drahos and Braithwaite 2002, Arup 
2000) little academic work has dealt with the way that China’s emerging 
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commercial music industry is being affected by increased opportunities for 
commercial development and new technologies.  Many questions are yet to 
be answered, including how new technologies will impact on the way that 
copyright is understood and used by users, creators and distributors of music 
in China, what advantages new technologies offer Chinese music businesses, 
musicians and consumers and whether successful new business models are 
likely to be developed in China, where new technologies are spreading quickly 
and the models that characterise the Western music market have not been 
established.  
 
The IT revolution and globalisation have radically changed competitive 
markets, speeding the rate at which mechanisms for value creation, the 
engines of productivity and growth evolve (Zysman 2006).  Not only are 
factors affecting the profitability and success of particular business models 
developing with unprecedented speed, the market environment is also 
inherently less predictable (Zysman 2006, p.23). In this context:   
 
‘Traditional tools of strategy and policy analysis will not suffice.  
Conscious experimentation will be central to both corporate and 
national adaptation.  Companies will have to look at their initiatives as 
experiments, attempts to find a way through a maze of quite 
fundamental uncertainty.  Each company effort, and each effort of a 
competitor, must be culled and systematically assessed for lessons.’ 
(Zysman 2006, p.23) 
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China provides an ideal case-study for the assessment that Zysman 
advocates.  In a highly competitive environment where many factors cannot 
be controlled, it appears that experimentation and innovation has become the 
default mode of operation for music businesses attempting to function in 
China.  Music Mobile Media and China begins with the premise that creative 
approaches to consumer-generated value and the monetisation of content are 
being adopted as survival strategies by an emerging industry that does not 
have a blueprint of how to successfully extract revenue from music within the 
technological, legal, political and commercial environment it must operate in.  
As Music Week Magazine put it: 
 
‘… this is a country where legitimate physical product is rapidly 
disappearing and exists increasingly to promote digital sales; where 
unknown artists are discovered and promoted on the internet rather 
than traditional media … where ring tones, ring back tones and such 
like are becoming key revenue generators, where record companies 
act as the managers, publishers and concert promoters for the artists 
they sign; and where Telco’s still earn more from music than 
established music companies.  Welcome to a version of the future - 
albeit one which is in complete flux, as competing forces battle to see 
who will rule supreme in the new era’ (Scott, 2005). 
 
When China opened its doors in the early 1980s it was almost completely without a 
commercial music industry. By the late 1960s music had become big business in the 
United States, bringing much higher rates of investment return than other areas of 
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the entertainment industry (Farber 1994). In contrast, China’s music sector was 
caught up in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, which lasted from 1966 to 
1976. During this time all cultural productions assumed political and propagandistic 
purposes. As a result, by the time China’s leaders declared the open door policy, the 
music industry that did exist, including the live, recorded and broadcast sectors, was 
dominated by state funded cultural troupes dedicated to writing and performing a 
limited repertoire of propaganda songs (Kraus 2004, p.9).  
 
Since 1979 the industry has been transformed. Pop-idols, piracy, digital 
technology, music downloading, and mobile technology are rapidly combining 
to create one of the fastest developing commercial music scenes in the world. 
Major international labels are being tempted by the promise of 1.3 billion 
consumers and, since 2001, have begun making serious moves into the 
mainland market. Popular music – both foreign and local - is circulated widely. 
At first this mainly occurred through ‘pirated’ audio cassettes. As technology 
has developed CDs (mostly pirated) and MP3 files downloaded from the 
Internet have also become popular. These technologies have not completely 
displaced older-formats such as the audio-cassette.  In 2005 a Chinese music 
industry executive suggested that tapes are still used by about 50 percent of 
consumers, many of whom live in less affluent areas and are unlikely to have 
access to the Internet (Tsao 2005).  
 
China remains one of the most difficult markets in the world for copyright 
owners. Illegal distribution networks are well established and consumers are 
used to content that is either free or very cheap. China’s legal system is still in 
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the process of developing and the Chinese government regularly fails to 
enforce its own IP legislation. As a result, translating formal rights into royalty 
payments is, for now at least, extremely tough.  It is widely estimated that up 
to ninety-percent of the physical copies of music sold in China are ‘pirated’ 
and close to one hundred-percent of music downloaded from the internet onto 
personal computers or portable devices such as MP3 players occurs without 
permission from or payment to copyright owners (Daniel, 2007).  In this 
context, music sent to mobile devices by mobile service providers in the form 
of ring-tones or ring-back-tones represents one of the few points of control 
and systematised revenue collection in the industry. 
 
While China clearly has no shortage of people who enjoy listening to music, 
finding ways to turn ‘fans’ into ‘customers’ remains a major challenge.  
Economic reform and opening up have coincided with technological 
developments that have challenged approaches to the control and 
monetisation of content globally.  Not only are new technologies being 
adopted with enormous speed across China, they are being embraced fastest 
by groups traditionally considered most likely to pay for music.  Young, 
educated city-dwellers with relatively high disposable incomes are now the 
group most likely to have access to broadband internet connections, cheap 
MP3 players and next-generation mobile devices.   
 
In this environment, mobile devices are providing a rare opportunity for 
controlled distribution of music products.  The number of mobile service 
provider in China is limited and mobile technology itself is able to limit the 
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unauthorised distribution of content between devices.  Consumers appear 
willing to pay for content in this format because it is both novel and convenient.  
All of these factors have made it possible for copyright owners to assert their 
property rights in this area of distribution to a much greater extent than has 
been possible in hard-media or peer-to-peer distribution of music.  Mobile 
devices already account for a high proportion of revenue in the Chinese music 
industry and the eventual introduction of 3G networks in China will increase 
levels of interactivity and facilitate the distribution of new forms of content.   
 
Mobile phones are already providing an important revenue stream for Chinese 
record labels. Consumers are paying for mobile ring tones (cai ling) and ring back 
tones and copyright owners have had some success in ensuring that they receive a 
portion of the money being spent on these services (Daniel 2005). Many record 
industry players see mobile content as key to the future of China’s music industry 
(Daniel 2005, Zhao 2005, Tsao 2005). Japan’s mobile music industry has reportedly 
grown from zero in 1998 to US$1 billion in 2005, making up a total of 15 percent of 
Japan’s music market (Credit Suisse Equity Research 2005). Chinese consumers 
are already spending a high proportion of their income on mobile telephones, 
accessories, and content required to personalise them. Credit Suisse predict that 
mobile music revenue (content only) will increase from RMB 2.5 billion in 2004 to 
RMB 17 billion in 2010 and to RMB 30 billion by 2015 (Credit Suisse Equity 
Research 2005). In contrast to the slow development of online MP3 sales, two 
important factors are making it possible for mobile music market based on traded 
copyright licences to emerge. These are: an established billing system and the 
ability to control distribution of mobile phone content through a limited number of 
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mobile service providers.  The cost of mobile content services is simply added to 
each customer’s monthly bill (Zhao 2005). Mobile service providers are responsible 
for collecting payments and passing royalties (or a negotiated fixed amount) on to 
copyright owners.  
 
Mobile phones have created new marketing opportunities for the industry.  
Mobile ownership rates greatly exceed rates of PC ownership, and many 
people who would be unlikely to use Internet cafes own a mobile phone.  
Because music can be purchased through mobile devices very cheaply, one 
song at a time, it is possible for consumers who would never be able to afford 
concert tickets or a legitimate copy of a new album to accessorise their 
phones with ring-tones or ring-back-tones:  
 
The appearance of a new music carrier, the mobile phone, has 
helped to drive music sales away from more traditional audio/video 
shops. Furthermore, handset music is very cheap. For instance, 
every RBT [ring-back-tone] costs about 2 to 3 Yuan in China. The 
popularity of handsets has also lowered the barrier to music 
consumption, expanding the consumer base, from middle class, to 
low-end consumers, and stimulating the overall growth of consumers 
at the same time (Zhang, 2007 p.5). 
 
The long-term sustainability and impact of emerging modes of operation 
within China’s music industry remains to be seen.  China’s government 
continues to face heavy pressure from foreign governments, particularly the 
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United States, to increase levels of copyright enforcement and to allow 
greater foreign involvement in its domestic media markets (Xinhua 2007).  
Internationally, while major record labels have been challenged by new 
technologies, they remain important market players.  Although China appears 
to be developing a strong, domestically driven music industry of its own there 
can be little doubt that media and cultural products are now global industries.  
Innovative practices and creative approaches to content that are possible 
within the current operating environment in China may eventually be cast 
aside as the Chinese government and music industry are forced to adapt to 
the realities of operating in increasingly global markets. 
 
China’s commercial music industry is emerging during a period in which new 
technologies for communicating, creating and copying are challenging 
established approaches to the ‘value’ of creative content globally.  The rapid 
spread of new technologies in the context of weak copyright protection 
provide a valuable insight into the ways in which the ‘value’ of creativity, 
originality and content might be approached.    Because the power 
relationships and business models that characterise commercial music 
industries in other markets have not been established in China, commercial 
music businesses in China have the freedom to approach concepts of ‘value’ 
in the music industry in new ways.  China’s commercial music industry, 
therefore, provides a valuable case-study for scholars interested in the 
conditions that are necessary for modern creative industries to function.   
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